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A B S T R A C T
IMPLICATIONS AND
Purpose: The aim of this study is to assess the longitudinal associations between the frequency of
social media use and symptoms of mental ill-health among Swedish adolescents.
Methods: Data came from KUPOL, a Swedish school-based longitudinal cohort accrued in 101
participating schools in 8 regions of Sweden. The study sample consisted of 3,501 adolescents in
grade 8 (14e15 years, 51.5%, n ¼ 1,765 girls) followed for 2 consecutive years. Daily social media
use was measured as weighted average of self-reported use in weekdays and weekend days.
Mental health was measured with the Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ). A Random-
Intercept Cross-Lagged Panel Model was applied to distinguish between-person from within-
person associations between social media use and symptoms of mental ill-health.
Results: Median SDQ score at baseline was 9 (interquartile range [IQR] 6e14). Median social media
use was 1.7 hours at baseline (interquartile range .6e3.0) and increased over the 3-year period.
Adolescents with more social media use also reported higher SDQ scores, B (95% confidence in-
terval [CI]) ¼ 2.40 (2.03e2.77). On a within-person level, no cross-lagged associations were found
between changes in social media use and subsequent changes in symptoms of mental ill-health
after 1 year, B (95% CI) ¼ .02 (�.12 to .16) or vice versa B (95% CI) ¼ .00 (�.02 to .02). Weak
cross-sectional associations were found between changes in social media use and concurrent
changes in symptoms of mental ill-health, B (95% CI) ¼ .24 (.00e.48).
Conclusions: Adolescents with higher use of social media report more symptoms of mental health
problems, but there is no evidence for a longitudinal association between increased use and
mental health problems. This suggests that social media may be rather an indicator than a risk
factor for symptoms of mental ill-health.
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Associations between
adolescent social media
use and mental health are
mainly driven by
between-person differ-
ences and not by individ-
ual changes over time.
This means that long time
spent daily on social me-
dia may be an indicator of
mental (ill)-health rather
than a risk factor for future
mental health problems.
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Social media use is an emerging factor in the developmental
context of adolescence, affecting in particular the way youths
spend their leisure time and maintain social relationships [1]. In
Sweden, 95% of all adolescents aged 13e16 have at least one
social media account, and in 2018 84% used social media every
day [2]. In 2015, the most popular social media platforms were
Instagram and Snapchat [3]. Of these adolescents, 20% of the
boys and 52% of the girls reported to be concerned about their
own social media use as being too time-consuming [2]. This
extensive social media use has been linked to various mental
health outcomes among adolescents, including reduced or
enhanced self-esteem [4,5], reduction or expansion of social
network [4,6,7], decrease in loneliness [7], and increase in anx-
iety and depressive symptoms [8,9]. However, so far most studies
were simply correlational or failed to address the question
whether use of social media differs between individuals as a
response to unmeasured susceptibility to mental health prob-
lems, which in its turn would predict the subsequent overt
mental distress [10e12]. This limitation impairs the ability to
further analyze the causal nature, if any, of this relationship. In
essence, whether social media is causally associated with the
mental health of youths remains elusive [9,11,12].

Theoretically, this extensive communication may serve both
as facilitator for socialization, learning, and establishing friend-
ships as well as potential platform for online bullying or social
isolation [13]. Due to both physical and environmental changes,
adolescence has been described as a vulnerable period for the
development of internalizing and externalizing mental health
problems [14]. Common internalizing problems seen in adoles-
cents are depressive symptoms and anxiety, while examples of
externalizing problems seen in adolescents are inattention and
hyperactivity [15]. Brain regions that are involved in social
behavior undergo extensive changes during this period which
make adolescents particularly potent to be impacted by media
use [4]. In certain contexts, online interactions have been found
to be as influential as offline interactions regarding social
acceptance and rejection, peer influence on opinions and others,
and emotional precedence in media use and effects [4]. In
addition, sexting and unlimited self-disclosure through social
media have become new types of risk taking and sensation-
seeking behavior, behavior that is known to increase during
adolescence [4].

Several theories on the potential mechanisms in which social
media and mental health might relate to each other are pro-
posed, of which the media selection hypothesis and the media
effects hypothesis are predominant ones [5e8]. The “media effects
hypothesis” posits that the use of social media is causally asso-
ciated with changes in mental health, directly through emotional
or excitative responses (upward social comparison) or indirectly
through replacement of other social or physical activities
(displacement hypothesis) [6,8]. Upward social comparison re-
fers to the possibility that exposure to social media, such as high
profile Facebook profiles, leads to lower levels of self-esteem,
which in turn might contribute to other symptoms of poor
mental health [7]. In the other direction, the “media selection
hypothesis” posits that mental health status predicts social me-
dia use through similar mechanisms [9]. For example, it can
sustain a need for arousal or serve as platform to establish social
relationships [10]. The reinforcing spiral hypothesis refers to a
bidirectional effect through selection of media content that is
consistent with one’s cognition, e.g., political information or vi-
olent content, resulting in a subsequent reinforcement of already
existing beliefs or behaviors [7]. Previous studies found support
for both hypotheses. An observational study among rural, low-
income high schools in southeastern U.S. found that social
comparison and feedback seeking online was associated with an
increase in depressive symptoms after 12 months [9]. Similarly, a
Canadian study found that an increase in social media usage was
related tomore depressive symptoms after 1 year, supporting the
social comparison hypothesis [7]. In contrast, Heffer et al. [11]
examined the bidirectional relationship and found an association
between depressive symptoms and subsequent increase in the
frequency of social media use among girls, but not vice versa.
Two experimental studies that aimed to reduce the frequency of
social media use found small improvements in well-being
[12,16]. The majority of observational studies reported small ef-
fect sizes [17,18], and some did not find any (longitudinal) asso-
ciation at all [19,20].

Mental health problems refer to a wide range of symptoms
andmost studies focus on specific domains such as depression or
life satisfaction, or as a cluster of symptoms referred to as either
internalizing problems or externalizing problems [15,21].
Therefore, one may postulate that different activities on social
media might elicit different responses in terms of mental health.
As medium for social relationships it might primarily affect as-
pects within the internalizing domain through the proposed
upward social comparison, enhancement, or destruction of social
networks [7]. Activities related to social comparisons might be
negatively associated with well-being, while activities related to
contact with close friends that enhance social networks might be
positively associated with well-being [22].

With regard to externalizing problems, social media offers
features that may trigger particularly adolescents with symptoms
in the ADHD spectrum disorders due to continuous arousal, quick
rewards, and fueling a constant urge to be online (reinforcing
spiral) [23]. Also, the anonymity provided in online activities may
lead to deindividuation, i.e., to lower inhibition of negative be-
haviors online, which in turn could foster aggressive behavior
(reinforcing spiral) [23]. A recent study among Dutch adolescents
found that addictive social media use but not social media in-
tensity increased ADHD symptoms 1 year later [24]. A study
among 6,595 U.S. adolescents found that more intensive social
media use was associated with an increased risk of internalizing
but not of externalizing problems after 1 year [15]. A meta-
analysis on the effect of peer cybervictimization found effects
on both internalizing problems (r ¼ .30, 95% confidence interval
[CI] .24e.35) and externalizing problems (r ¼ .28, .19e.37) [24].
Therefore, there is room for further exploration of the effects of
social media use on different domains of adolescent mental
health.

Although studies on social media and mental health are
increasing in number, there are still methodological challenges
to be addressed [18,25,26]. A recent comprehensive review of
reviews on social media and adolescent mental well-being
concluded that the current body of evidence is contradicting, of
poor quality, fails to assess the bidirectional nature of the rela-
tionship, shows poor interpretation of coefficients, lacks trans-
parency, and identified a need for improved social media
measurements [25]. In order to be able to assess the “true” causal
nature of the studied relationship, it is pivotal to separate group
correlations (between-person effects) from transactional effects
within the individual over time (within-person effects) [27].
Transactional effects refer the possibility for social media to both
precede and be a function of mental health outcomes [6].
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Personality characteristics are expected to be at least partly
related to both social media use and mental health state [28]. For
example, one’s behavior toward social media use may partly be
explained by trait characteristics such as introversion or hyper-
activity [6,20,28]. Separating these trait-like characteristics from
transactional effects of media use on mental health within the
individual is challenging but important. Simulation studies
showed that combining between- andwithin-person effects may
generate biased estimates [29], as 2 variables may correlate
negatively across a population of individuals, but positively
within each individual over time [30]. For instance: When
assessing the relationship between speed of typing and number
of errors, most likely one finds that people who type faster make
on average less errors than people typing slowly. However, if an
individual begins to type faster, (s)he will most likely make more
mistakes. By not distinguishing between-person from within-
person associations, one might mistakenly assume that there is
a general negative correlation between speed of typing and
number of errors [30]. By using a Random-Intercept Cross-Lag-
ged Panel Model (RI-CLPM), it is possible to simultaneously
assess both cross-lagged and auto-regressive paths and distin-
guish between-person fromwithin-person relationships [31]. So
far, only a few studies have applied this method and found only
minimal within-person associations between social media use
and mental health, primarily measured as depressive symptoms
[7,20,21]. This study adds to these few previous studies using a
similar measure of social media but a broader measure of mental
health that differentiates between internalizing and external-
izing problems. To better match theory with the data, e.g., to
assess whether social media affects mental health (media effects
hypothesis) or mental health status induces changes in media
use (media selection hypothesis), or both, it is essential to go
beyond group-level correlations and assess this within-person
relationship.

Therefore, the aim of this study is to contribute to the extant
knowledge by exploring whether the relationship (if any) be-
tween social media use and mental health problems is driven by
between-person or within-person differences. In particular, we
aim at answering the question: How is the frequency of social
media use among adolescents related to the presence of inter-
nalizing problems and externalizing problems over time?

Methods

Study design and data

For this study, data from the KUPOL (Kunskap om Ungas
Psykiska hälsa Och Lärande) longitudinal databasewas used [32].
A sample of Swedish school students was recruited from 101
private and public schools located in 8 different regions of
Sweden [32]. In total, 535 schools were contacted of whom 101
(19%) agreed to participate. Of the 12,512 eligible seventh grade
students, 3,959 (31.5%) eventually agreed to participate. The
cohort rests on 2 sub-samples of adolescents (recruited in the
school year 2013e2014 and 2014e2015), each followed up dur-
ing the subsequent 3 years. For a complete overview of the
cohort profile, see Galanti et al. [32]. The KUPOL study was
approved by the Stockholm Ethics Review Board (reference
numbers: 2012/1904-31/1 and 2016/1280-32). Participation in
the KUPOL study was completely voluntary and written
informed consent was obtained from both the index child and
their legal guardian.
Study sample

The baseline measurement of this study includes 3,501 ado-
lescents in the eighth grade of secondary school (14e15 years)
with follow-up in Grade 9 and the first-year post-compulsory
school (labeled as Grade 10). The response rate was 3,354 (96%)
and 2,578 (74%) for Grade 9 and 10, respectively.

Mental health problems

Mental health problems were self-reported by the partici-
pants yearly using the Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire
(SDQ) [33]. The SDQ is a widely used 25-item scale to screen for
conduct disorders, hyperactivity, depression, and symptoms of
anxiety. In community samples, the SDQ can be used to separate
internalizing problems (emotional and peer problem symptoms)
from externalizing problems (conduct and hyperactivity symp-
toms) [34]. Discrete sum scores of both the total SDQ score and
internalizing and externalizing sub-scores were analyzed. Sum
scores ranged from 0 to 40 for the total score and 0 to 20 for both
sub-scores. Higher scores indicate more problems [33].

Social media use

Social media use was self-reported by answering the ques-
tion: “On a normal weekday (1) Saturday or Sunday (2), about
howmany hours do you spend on social medias, write blogs/read
each other people blogs, or chat online? Response alternatives
were: 0;30 min;1;2;3;4;5;6;�7.” Average daily time spent on
social media was calculated as a weighted average of the re-
ported hours per day on weekdays and weekends.

Statistical analysis

To assess the bidirectional relationship between the SDQ-
(sub)-scores and social media use we used RI-CLPM as specified
by Hamaker et al., [31] using the lavaan package in R (lavaan
version 0.6-4). Code of the model can be found on the Open
Science Framework (https://osf.io/rmde8/). In contrast to the
more common cross-lagged panel models (CLPM), the RI-CLPM
differentiates between-person and within-person variance. This
means that it is possible to assess whether temporary stable
differences in media use are associated with temporary stable
differences in SDQ scores between adolescents (between-person
differences), or whether fluctuations in social media use over
time are associated with fluctuations in SDQ scores over time
(within-person differences). Intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICCs) were computed to assess the proportion of variation due to
between-person and within-person differences. Then, a random
intercept was created for both social media use and SDQ score, by
regressing the observed composite scores of the 3 waves on a
latent factor, resulting in 6 latent factors (Figure 1). Autore-
gressive paths across 1-year intervals (a,d), cross-lagged paths
from social media to SDQ scores (b) and cross-lagged paths from
SDQ scores to social media (g) across 1-year intervals, and
correlated change (covariances, mn) at each wave between these
latent factors, were estimated. To ensure that all variations were
captured by the observed between-person and within-person
latent factor structures, the measurement error variances of the
observed scores were constrained to zero. Finally, both cross-
lagged paths and autoregressive paths were fixed to be equal
for the 2 time intervals (time-constrained model) which improve

https://osf.io/rmde8/
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the interpretability and robustness of the findings [31]. Model fit
of both the unconstrained and time-constrained model were
assessed and compared using the Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
(�.95 indicates good fit) [35] and root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) (<.07 indicates good fit) [35]. A signifi-
cant improvement in model fit was defined by CFI increase of
�.010 and/or RSMEA decrease of �.015 [36]. Model fit did not
change significantly between the 2 models and the constrained
model was presented for parsimony (Appendix A, Table A3).
Separate models were fitted for the 3 outcome variables (total
score and subscores for internalizing and externalizing prob-
lems). The cross-lagged parameters of the RI-CLPM reflect indi-
vidual deviations from their expected score over time, therefore
adjustment for inter-individual differences such as gender and
socio-economic status as well trait-like characteristics is not
needed on the within-person level [6,31,37]. For the estimation
of the group-level correlation coefficient (covariance, ku), a
sensitivity analysis was done where gender and parental edu-
cation were regressed on the group-level random intercepts of
social media and SDQ scores. To assess characteristics related to
dropout we compared baseline characteristics of individuals that
participated in all the 3 waves and the ones that participated in
1 or 2 waves only using Kruskal-Wallis tests for continuous
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Figure 1. Random-intercept cross-lagged panel model (RI-CLPM) linking social media
within-person variation.
variables and chi-squared tests for categorical variables. Full in-
formation maximum likelihood estimation method with robust
standard errors was used to account for these missing data
patterns and for non-normality of the data [31,37]. STATA version
15.1 and R version 1.2.1335 were used for the statistical analysis.

Results

Descriptive statistics

In total, 3,501 students were included in the study at Grade 8
(14e15 years old), of which 51.5% (n ¼ 1,765) were girls. Of the
3,501 students, 2,345 (70.7%) had at least 1 parent with univer-
sity education and the majority reported to live with both par-
ents (n ¼ 3,098, 90.7%). Complete information for all 3 surveys
was available for 2,339 (66.8%) of the 3,501 included adolescents.
The number of observations at Grade 8, 9, and 10 were respec-
tively 3,501, 3,354, and 2,578. The median total SDQ score over
the 3 grades was 11 (interquartile range [IQR] 7e15) for girls and
8 (IQR 5e12) for boys. The median hours per day spent on social
media was 2.7 (IQR 1.6e4.0) for girls and 1.8 (IQR .5e2.7) for
boys. Average daily time spent on social media increased over the
3-year period (Table 1). Social media use was positively
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use and SDQ-scores over the three grades, disaggregating between-person and
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correlated with the SDQ-(sub)-scores (Table 1). Adolescents that
dropped out were more likely to be male, to have parents
without university education, not to live with both parents, and
to report higher SDQ-externalizing compared to individuals that
participated in all surveys (Table A1 in Appendix A).
Longitudinal associations between social media use and mental
health problems

For social media use the ICC was .56. For the total SDQ,
externalizing, and internalizing scores the ICCs were respectively
.67, .66, and .64. Model fit estimates for all outcomes were good
(Table 2) and did not change significantly when the equality
constrain was added (Appendix A, Table A3). This indicates that
findings from the 2 waves do not differ significantly and findings
of the more parsimonious constrained model are presented.

At the between-person level, there was a moderate positive
correlation between social media use and SDQ scores (Figure 1,
ku) cov ¼ 2.40 (2.04 to 2.76). This means that on a group level,
adolescents who reportedmore hours of media use also reported
higher SDQ-(sub)-scores (Table 2).

Tenuous within-person, cross-lagged associations were found
between changes in social media use and subsequent changes in
SDQ-(sub)-scores (Figure 1, path b2,3) B ¼ .02(�.12 to .16). In
practice, 1-hour increase in social media use was associated with
a .02 higher than expected SDQ score after 1 year, based on in-
dividuals’ previous scores. Slightly larger increases were found
for externalizing problems B ¼ .07(�.03 to .17), while opposite
associations were found for internalizing problems
B ¼ �.05(�.15 to .05). Changes in SDQ-(sub)-scores were not
associated with subsequent changes in daily social media use 1
year later (Figure 1, path g2,3) B ¼ .00(�.02 to .02). Standardized
coefficients (scaled by sample SD) and other model estimates can
be found in Table 2.

Autoregressive paths show that for both social media (a) and
SDQ score (d) adolescents who scored above their expected
scores at Grade 9 also scored above their expected score at Grade
10, and vice versa (Table 2).

Correlated change coefficients (mn2,3) show that deviations
from expected social media use were correlated with deviations
from expected total SDQ scores at Grade 9 and Grade 10, indi-
cating the presence of a temporal relationship (Table 2). These
associations were similar for the externalizing problem scores
Table 1
Zero-order correlations (Spearman’s rho) and mean (SD) for social media and SDQ-(s

1 2 3 4 5

1. Social media: 8 e

2. Social media: 9 .60* e

3. Social media: 10 .55* .65* e

4. SDQ-8 .24* .22* .23* e

5. SDQ-9 .22* .23* .21* .70* e

6. SDQ-10 .19* .20* .22* .63* .69*
7. Internalizing: 8 .17* .20* .16* .81* .57*
8. Internalizing: 9 .16* .15* .15* .54* .80*
9. Internalizing: 10 .12* .16* .12* .48* .55*
10. Externalizing: 8 .22* .11* .21* .83* .58*
11. Externalizing: 9 .21* .20* .21* .59* .82*
12. Externalizing: 10 .19* .23* .23* .54* .57*
Median 1.71 2.0 2.57 9 10
IQR .6; 3.0 1.0; 3.7 1.0; 4.0 6; 14 6; 14

IQR ¼ interquartile range; SD ¼ standard deviation; SDQ ¼ Strength and Difficulties
*p < .01.
but absent for internalizing problem scores (Table 2). This means
that adolescents reporting higher social media use than expected
based on their previous scores also reported higher than ex-
pected SDQ-(sub)-scores at the same time point, and vice versa.
Sensitivity analysis that included gender and parental education
on the between-person level gave similar results (Table A2,
Appendix A).

Discussion

This longitudinal study examined the transactional relation-
ships between social media use and symptoms of mental
ill-health among Swedish adolescents, by disaggregating
between-person and within-person effects. We found between-
person rather than within-person positive associations between
time spent on social media and symptoms of mental ill health,
where adolescents withmore hours of daily social media use also
reported higher SDQ scores compared to their peers. On the
within-person level, no cross-lagged associations between
changes in daily hours of social media use and subsequent
changes in SDQ scores after 1 year or vice versa were found.
Given the absence of a longitudinal association neither themedia
selection hypothesis nor the media effects hypothesis was sup-
ported by our data.

We found positive concurrent associations between de-
viations from the expected hours of social media use and ex-
pected total SDQ and externalizing problem scores at the
individual level. However, the presence of a cross-sectional as-
sociation found in this and several previous studies [38] conveys
no information about the temporal sequence of the 2 processes
or the underlying mechanisms of the association, therefore po-
tential explanations remain speculative. The presence of a con-
current but not longitudinal effect may indicate short-term
simultaneous effects between social media use and externalizing
problems but can also imply the presence of third variables
mediating the associationwithin shorter time frames. Screen use
can inhibit sleep, which may decrease well-being, or can be
turned to elevate feelings of loneliness [39]. An alternative
explanation might be that behavioral characteristics such as
hyperactivity and attention deficits are risk factors for high
internet use, which in turn increases the presence or intensity of
behavioral problems [40]. Another potential explanation for the
observed differences between internalizing and externalizing
ub)-scores for the 3 waves

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

e

.53* e

.57* .66* e

.81* .60* .67* e

.50* .37* .26* .21* e

.56* .29* .33* .25* .68* e

.81* .28* .26* .33* .61* .67* e

9 4 5 4 5 5 4
5; 13 2; 7 2; 7 2; 7 3; 8 3; 8 2; 7

Questionnaire.



Table 2
RI-CLPM estimates linking daily hours of social media and SDQ-(sub)-scores

Parameters SDQ totala SDQ internalizingb SDQ externalizingc

B 95% CI b B 95% CI b B 95% CI b

Correlations
Grade 8 (cov) (T1) .49 .22 to .76 .11 .18 .00 to .36 .07 .31 .13 to .49 .11
Between-person (ku) (cov) 2.40 2.04 to 2.76 .41 1.07 .85 to 1.29 .32 1.32 1.08 to 1.56 .36

Cross-lagged effects
SM-8 / SDQ-9 (b2) .02 �.12 to .16 .01 �.05 �.15 to .05 �.03 .07 �.03 to .17 .04
SM-9 / SDQ-10 (b3) .02 �.12 to .16 .01 �.05 �.15 to .05 �.03 .07 �.03 to .17 .04
SDQ-8 / SM-9 (g2) .00 �.02 to .02 �.01 �.01 �.05 to .03 �.02 .00 �.04 to .04 .01
SDQ-9 / SM-10 (g3) .00 �.02 to .02 �.01 �.01 �.05 to .03 �.02 .00 �.04 to .04 .01

Stability effects
SM-8 / SM-9 (a2) .22 .14 to .30 .21 .21 .13 to .29 .21 .21 .13 to .29 .21
SM-9 / SM-10 (a3) .22 .14 to .30 .21 .21 .13 to .29 .21 .21 .13 to .29 .21
SDQ-8 / SDQ-9 (d2) .19 .11 to .27 .18 .18 .08 to .28 .18 .19 .11 to .27 .19
SDQ-9 / SDQ-10 (d3) .19 .11 to .27 .18 .18 .08 to .28 .17 .19 .11 to .27 .19

Correlated change
Grade 9 (mn2) (T2) .24 .00 to .48 .06 �.02 �.16 to .12 �.01 .27 .11 to .43 .10
Grade 10 (mn3) (T3) .24 .00 to .48 .06 �.02 �.16 to .12 �.01 .27 .11 to .43 .10

Cov are covariances between and within-person associations at each time point. b is the standardized measures for the estimated B-coefficients.
CFI ¼ Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA ¼ root mean square error of approximation; SDQ ¼ Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire score (refers to respectively total score,
internalizing and externalizing scores); SM ¼ Social Media (Daily Use).

a CFI ¼ .993, RMSEA ¼ .04 (.03 to .05).
b CFI ¼ .994, RMSEA ¼ .03 (.02 to .04).
c CFI ¼ .993, RMSEA ¼ .04 (.03 to .05).
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problems could be that social media use do not particularly affect
the mental health of individuals seeking social connections on-
line, while it may have detrimental effects on individuals with
hyperactivity and sensation-seeking attitudes [41]. This double-
edged effect is probably reflected in the associations with inter-
nalizing problems, where more frequent social media use was
correlatedwith slightly higher SDQ scores on a group level, while
within a given individual this relationship was absent or even
slightly negative, hence reflecting the “Simpson paradox” [30].
Most previous studies did not distinguish these 2 levels of as-
sociations, which might explain the reports of social media use
being associated with depressive symptoms [38]. It is also
possible that differential effects on mental health depend on the
type of activities adolescents engage in when using social media,
or whether or not adolescents experience online interactions
similar to their offline interactions [4,42]. Activities in their turn
might depend on specific developmental characteristics of ado-
lescents. For instance, young adolescents who are more easily
bored and tend to sensation-seeking might take more risks in
online communications such as sexting [4]. These activities are
more likely to negatively affect mental health. In contrast, older
adolescents might be more aware of the risks of social media and
use them primarily to communicate with and seek support from
close friends. [5]. However, changes in use over time are difficult
to measure and not captured in the global social media measure
used in this study. A study that differentiated active and passive
use of social media found that active use was positively associ-
ated with mental health while passive use was not [39], while
another study did not find this difference [43]. These competing
effects may have attenuated the estimates found in this study.
Therefore, future research should complement quantitative
measures of media use with qualitative measures, such as in-
tentions of use and the activities actually entertained to further
understand which activities induce beneficial or undesirable
media effects and which adolescents are particularly susceptible
for these effects [4].
The findings from the current study do not stand-alone.
Recent publications that applied more sophisticated statistical
methods to study the longitudinal association between social
media use and mental health found similar minimal effect sizes
[19,20,22], possibly contingent on gender [20,21] or mediated by
sleep or physical activity [22,41]. A study that applied the RI-
CLPM also found minimal effect sizes and no evidence for lon-
gitudinal associations between social media use and depressive
symptoms [20]. Similar to our study, these authors found a
concurrent association, indicating that exposure to social media
may affect mental health with a latency shorter than the follow-
up period of 3months used in their study [20]. Another U.S. study
found both concurrent and 1-year longitudinal relationships
between depressive symptoms and subsequent social media use
among boys but not girls [9]. However, both studies included
only depression as mental health outcome, in contrast with the
present study where social media use was related with exter-
nalizing problems rather than with internalizing problems such
as depressive symptoms [9,20]. This finding is similar to what
was found in a Dutch study, where a within-person association
was presented between problematic use of social media and
subsequent increase in ADHD symptoms [23].

The main strengths of this study are its longitudinal design,
analytical method, and the use of a validated mental health
scale assessing both internalizing and externalizing problems.
Nevertheless, our study has several limitations. The participa-
tion rate at inception in the KUPOL study was low (20%), with
strong selection of adolescents with highly educated parents
and intact families (see cohort profile Galanti et al. [32]), which
impairs the generalizability of the results to populations with a
relative social disadvantage. The differential drop-out of in-
dividuals with frequent social media use and higher SDQ scores
might have attenuated the observed association (Table A1,
Appendix A). However, the relative homogeneity of the study
population has the advantage to reduce residual confounding.
Although the SDQ as mental health scale shows good validity in
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community samples, it is self-reported and only identifies
symptoms of mental ill-health, not diagnoses of mental health
disorders.

Finally, a distinct limitation is our social media measure. The
use of a generic social media measure, that is rather sensitive but
not specific, limits the possibility to interpret findings beyond
frequency of use and might miss important differences related to
what type of activities are enjoyed online. It is possible, and even
likely, that the effects of social media go beyond overall use and
instead largely depend on user pattern and/or type of platform
turned to [4,44]. The conclusions derived from the current study
need to be verified by future studies that use more objective
measures such as user-data as well as more specific measures of
social media such as time of the day, type of activity, way of
interaction, and intention of use [18,26,38,41].

The social media landscape is changing rapidly, and it remains
unknown towhich extent the findings from the current study are
generalizable to newer social media platforms [2]. Average social
media use was higher among girls compared to boys and
increased over the 3 years and this corroborates the trend re-
ported in other social media studies [20,22]. Although this in-
dicates a certain validity of the used measure, self-reported
screen time shows limited correlation with more objective
measures of use [44].

This study is one of the few studies that assessed the bidi-
rectional relationship between social media use and symptoms
of mental health problems among Swedish adolescents, sepa-
rating between-person associations from within-person effects.
The relationship between social media use and mental health
might be small and more heterogeneous than suggested, with
differential effects dependent on mental health domain. The
analytical strategy employed in the current study better matched
theories referring to intra-person effects with the available data
and highlighted nuances in the association when isolating
within-person changes over time. Future studies may build on
these findings by using similar methods with alternative mea-
sures of exposure to social media and shorter follow-up times.
Conclusions

This study adds to the understanding of the nature of the
relationship between social media and mental health, a knowl-
edge that can be used to identify individuals at risk, design
appropriate interventions, and facilitate discussions to address
(public) concerns.We found between-person rather thanwithin-
person positive associations between social media use and
symptoms of mental ill health. This suggests that social media
use may serve as an indicator rather than a determinant of risk of
mental health problems among adolescents. The observed con-
current relationship between social media use and externalizing
problems may warrant studies with different time frames and
alternative measures of social media use to elucidate the nature
of this association.
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